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INTRODUCTION 
A classical result in the theory of the Brauer group of a commutative 
ring is the crossed product theorem, stating that the part of the Brauer 
group split by a faithfully projective extension S is isomorphic to a second 
cohomology group, namely, the Amitsur cohomology group H*(S/R, U), 
under the condition that the Picard groups of S and SOS are trivial (cf., 
e.g., [7,9]). In a previous paper, A. Verschoren and the author generalized 
this property to the Brauer group relative to an idempotent kernel functor 
r~ on R-mod (cf. [S, 141). In this paper, we observe that the conditions on 
the Picard group may be weakened, by introducing a second idempotent 
kernel functor T on R-mod, with a stronger associated Gabriel topology. 
The condition on the Picard group relative to 0 is then replaced by one on 
o-, and the cohomology group H’(S/R, U,) by a more general Hz(S/R, U,), 
which will be defined in Section 1. 
The condition on Pit (S, r) is always fulfilled if one takes T = cr,,, for 
some prime ideal p not contained in the Gabriel filter. Hence Br (S/R, a) 
may always be written as a second cohomology group; this property also 
holds for the “absolute” Brauer group: let (T be the trivial idempotent ker- 
nel functor. 
In Section 2, we apply our method to embed the full (relative) Brauer 
group in a cohomology group. In the absolute case, the obtained 
cohomology group may be related to the well-known cohomological 
Brauer group, using a theorem due to Artin [ 11. 
As another application, a crossed product theorem for the Brauer class 
group (introduced by M. Orzech in [lo]) is given. 
Throughout this paper, we make extensive use of the notations and 
results obtained in [S, 13, 143. For generalities on torsion theories, we refer 
to [S] and [ 121. We briefly recall some notations: for an idempotent ker- 
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nel functor on R-mod, Y(o) denotes the Gabriel filter. X(a) = 
Spec(R) - Y(a), and %(a) consists of the maximal elements in X(O). Q, is 
the associated localization functor, and (R, o)-mod is the category of c- 
closed R-modules. The relative Picard group Pic(R, 0) consists of 
isomorphism classes of o-invertible R-modules, i.e., R-modules Z such that 
ZIJ= Q,(Z@J)rQ,(R) for some .ZE R-mod. ME (R, a)-mod is called a O- 
progenerator if A4 is o-finitely presented and a-faithful (cf. [ 131) and M, is 
R,-projective for all p E %‘(a). 
An R-algebra A is called a o-Azumaya algebra if A is a a-progenerator, 
and AMor End.(A). The relative Brauer group Br(R, 0) then consists of 
equivalence classes of a-Azumaya algebras, where two a-Azumaya algebras 
A, B are equivalent if there exist a-progenerators P, Q such that 
AIEnd,(P)gBlEnd,(Q). 
1. CROSSED PRODUCTS WITH RESPECT TO DIFFERENT KERNEL FUNCTORS 
Let R be a commutative ring, and 0, z some idempotent kernel functors 
on R-mod such that o < r. Also assume that R is a-Noetherian (i.e., R 
satisfies the ascending chain condition on a-closed ideals). Then R is also r- 
Noetherian, since every s-closed R-module is a-closed. It is easily verified 
that the following conditions are equivalent: (T < r; X(r) c X(a); FO c Fr;; 
o(M) c r(M), for all ME R-mod; 9(a) t 9’(r); F1 c &. In this case, every 
z-injective module is o-injective. 
Let S be a o-faithfully flat R-algebra, then [S, 1.61 yields that Q,(S) is a 
r-faithfully flat R-algebra. Also, for any a-progenerator M, Q,(M) is a r- 
progenerator [13, 111.1.1, 111.1.21. O, r induce idempotent kernel functors 
5, Z on S-mod. Recall that 
Consider the categories Pic(S, ii), Pic(S, Z) of invertible a- and f-closed S- 
modules, with product I, and I,. Then Q( induces a cofinal covariant 
functor Pic(S, 5) + Pic(S, 2), which is product preserving. Using [2], we 
therefore have an exact sequence 
K,Pic(S, 6) + K,&(S, Z) + Kl#Q,- -+ K,pic(S, 5) + K,F’ic(S, ?), - - - - - 
or 
U,(S) + U,(S) -L Pu,,(S) -+ Pic,( S) -+ Pic,( S), 
where U,(S) = U(Q,(S)), Pit,(S) = Pic(S, a), Pun,(S) = Pu(S, 5, Z) = 
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K,#Qr. The classes in Pu,,(S) are represented by elements of the form 
(Cl,, C,), where Ci E P&S, (5), cc: Q,( C,) -+ QJ C,) an isomorphism. 
(C, , a, C,) is isomorphic to (C’, , cz’, C2) if we have isomorphisms 
fi: C, + Cl such that the diagram 




QAC’,, ---6 Q,-(G) 
commutes. 
In Pu,,(S), we have the following relations: 
ccc,, P4 C,)l= ccc,, 4G)lC(C,, 8, Cdl; 
C(C,, 4 c,)lt-(c;, @‘, WI = C(C,lG, alcr’, C&G)]. 
Using these relations, we may find that [(C, 1, C)]* = [(C, 1, C)], hence 
[(C, 1, C)] = 1, for all CEP&(S, 6). It follows that every XE Pu,,(S) may 
be represented by (QJS), a, C) for some a E U,(S), C E l&S, 5). 
It may be checked easily that Pu,,: S -+ Pu( S, 6, S) = Pu,,( S) determines 
a covariant functor from the category of R-algebras to abelian groups. Also 
note that Pu,, = PM,, 0 QT. We summarize our results 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let G 6 z he idempotent kernel jiinctors on R-mod. 
Then for any commutative R-algebra S, we have a natural exact sequence 
U,(S) -+ U,(S) d 
Pu,,(S) + Pit,(S) -+ Pit,(S) -+ Bcl(S, 8, Y) + Br(S, 5) -+ Br(S, 5). 
Every element of Pu,,(S) may be represented by (Q,(S), ~1, C), for some 
a~ U,(S), CE&(S, 5). The map d is given by d(u)= [(Q,(S), u, Q,(S))]. - 
Proqf: The first part of the sequence has been derived above. For the 
second part, we refer to [ 13, III.41 and [9]. 
d determines a mapping between the Amitsur complexes %‘( U,) and 
V( Pu,,), namely: 
1 - U,(S) --+L U,( S’Z’) ---++ u,(s(3J) -+-+ . . . 
do 4 
1 
1 - P%,(S) Do + Pu,:s’2) 
I 
4 
1 D1 Pu,,(s’3’) -% . . . 
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A new complex (C, V) = %?J U,) is defined in the following way (cf. [3]): 
c” = Uz(&!P+ 1’) x Pu,,(S’“‘); 
VJU, T)=(d.u,D,-,T(d,U)~‘). 
The corresponding cohomology groups are denoted by 
H”,( S/R, U,) = KerV,/ImV, ~ , 
Using [6, IV.31, we get a long exact sequence 
. . + H”- ‘(S/R, PM,,) + Hz(S/R, U,) --t H”(S/R, U,) --$ ... (*) 
Recall from [S] that, if S is a o-progenerator, and Pit,(S) = 
Pic,(SIS) = 1, then Br(S/R, a)r H2(S/R, U,). We now generalize this 
property. 
1.2. THEOREM. Let (r < T be idempotent kernel functors on R-mod, and 
suppose that R is o-Noetherian. Let S be a o-faithfully jlat R-algebra. If 
Pit,(S) = Pic,(SIS) = 1, then there exists a natural monomorphism j: 
Br(S/R, CJ) + Hz(S/R, U,), which is an isomorphism ifs is a a-progenerator. 
Proof. Let A be a a-Azumaya algebra split by S, then there exists 
a: A I, S -+ End,(P), for some o-progenerator P. Define 4: 
End,,,(Sl.,P)+End,,,(PI,S) as ~=(allS)O(OIIS)~(l.la))’ 
(where 8 = Q,(t), t the usual switch map). By the relative version of the 
Morita theorem, 4 is induced by f: P, 121+P2, for some 
IEP~,(S I, S). By assumption, [Q,(Z)] = 1 in Pic,(SlS), so there exists 
an tsomorphism ~1: SI,S+Z. Consider x=[(SI,S, ~,Z)]E 
Pu,,( S I, S). Localizing at r, we obtain an isomorphism g = Q,(f) 0 (1 la): 
Sl,P+PI,S. g;‘g,g, is given by multiplication by a unit 
u E S I, S I, S, which is a cocycle, by a classical argument. 
We claim that (u, x) represents an element of H;(S/R, U,). Indeed, we 
have to show that D,x=d2u, or [(SI,SI,S, u, Sl,Sl,S)] = 
[(S I, S I, S, ~~‘Ix~cx~, I;’ I, I, I, I,)], which is the case, in view of the 




Also observe that [(Pll, 1, P,,)] = 1. Let us now prove that 
[A] --t [(u, x)] defines a homomorphism fl: Br(S/R, a) + Hz(S/R, U,). Let 
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a’: AIS-+ End,(P’) be another splitting map for A, then u’a ‘: 
End,(P) + End,(P’) is induced by some 6: P I, J+ P’ for some 
.ZE&,(S). There exists an isomorphism y: S-, Q(J), since Pit,(S) = 1. 
Define the map c = Q,(b)0 (11~): Q,(P) -+ Q,(P’). Then 4’ is induced by 
.f’= c,gc;‘, hence u’= (c,gc;‘),’ (c2gc,m’)3 (c,gc; I), = c,,uc,;’ = U. Also 
x’= [(SLS, y, ‘ly,la, J~‘lJ,lZ)] = [(SlS, a, Z)][(SlS, Q,(b), 
Ji- ‘lJ,)], where y;‘ly, = Q,(s), since [(J; ‘IJ,)] = 1 in Pic,(Sl.S). 
Furthermore, if a: AIS+ End,(P) is a splitting map, then a’= all: 
Al.End,(Q)lS+ End,(P I, Q2) is a splitting map for AlEnd.( It is 
easily shown that [(u, x)] = [( u’, x’)] in Hz(S/R, U,). It is also clear that /I 
is a homomorphism. 
Next, to show that /? is a monomorphism, suppose that (u, X) = (d, u, 
D,y(d, t’))‘), where (u, x) is obtained as above. Let y = [(S, /I, J)], then it 
follows that [(S-LS, /II, .Z,)] = [(SIS, u-‘al/Iz, ZIJ,)], hence there 
exists an isomorphism b in (SIS, 6)-mod, b: J, + I I, J2, such that Q,(b) 
/I, = ocr-L/?,. Consider S’: P, L2 J, + P, I, I I, J, + P, I, J,, given by 
f’=(fll)o(llb).ThenQ,(f;-tf;f;)=d,o~’.u=l.SinceQ,isanexact 
functor from (SIS, 6)-mod to (SIS, Y)-mod, it follows that-f;-‘f;f’, = 1, 
so f’ is a a-descent datum. So there exists a o-progenerator Q such that the 
following diagram commutes in (SIS, 6)-mod: 
SlQlS- P, 1, J, 
I I 
.f 
QlSlS- f’, 1, Jz 
Taking induced isomorphisms, it follows that A gEnd,(Q). Note that f’ 
also induces 4. 
Finally, suppose that S is a a-progenerator. We show that /I is surjective. 
Let (u, x) represent an element of H:(S/R, U,), where x = (SIS, CI, I). Con- 
sider the S-module P, which is equal to I* as an abelian group, and with 
action defined by s. z = ($11) z (i.e., S acts only on the first factor). Then 
[(S I, s I, s, a; 13 cc3 I3 a], 1; I3 I, I3 ZI)] = [(S I, s I, s, u, s I, 
S I, S)] in Pu,,(S I, S I, S), hence there exists a /?: 1; I, Z3 -13 I, -+ S 
I,, S I, S, such that Q,(/3)=uo(~;‘la,lcc,). This yields a p’: Zr I, 
1; --f z: with Q,(B’)=a:~‘ouo(afIcr:). b’ induces an SI, S- 
isomorphismf=r,o/?‘: P, L2Z-+Pz. 
Also Q,(f~rf,f,): Q,(P,,) + Q,(P,,) is just multiplication by u4 (iden- 
tifying QJZ) and Q,(S-LS) using IX, and the cocycle relations on u). Let f 
induce 4: End,,,(P,) -+ Endsls(P,), then QJd;‘d,b,) = 1, hence 4 is a 
descent datum, by exactness of Qi: (SIS, a)-mod + (SIS, ?)-mod. Con- 
sequently d defines a a-Azumaya algebra A such that AISrEnd,(P). It 
may be checked that P(A) = [(u, x)]. 
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1.3. COROLLARY. Let o < z be idempotent kernel jiinctors on R-mod, and 
suppose. that R is a-Noetherian. Let S be a o-Galois extension of R, with 
group G. Zf Pit,(S) = 1, then Br(S/R, a)=Hz(G, U,(S)). 
Proof: From the results of [S], it follows that Q,(S) is a z-Galois 
extension of R with group G. Then apply 1.2. Hz(G, U,(S)) is defined 
similarly to H:(S/R, U,). 
2. APPLICATIONS 
Let R be a commutative ring, and B an idempotent kernel functor on R- 
mod such that R is o-noetherian. 
A a-closed R-algebra S is called a adtale covering of R if Q,(S) is a O- 
etale covering of Q,(R), for every p in %((T). If CJ < r, then Q(S) is a r-&ale 
covering, if S is a a-&tale covering. 
2.1. THEOREM. If R is a-Noetherian, then there exists a natural 
embedding /?: Br(R, a) + hH:(S/R, U,), where the limit is taken over all o- 
Ctale coverings of R, p being a fixed element in %7(o), U,, = Cl,. 
Proof: %Y(cr) is a quasicompact space. Using this fact, we may find a C- 
etale covering S of R which splits a given a-Azumaya algebra A: let Q,, act 
on a Zariski covering of %?(a). Since Q,(S) is an etale covering of Q,(R), 
Q,(S) is semi-local, hence Pic,S = Pit Q,(S) = 1. So by 1.2, Br(S/R, a) 
embeds in H*(S/R, U,). Then take the limit over all &tale coverings. 
2.2. Note. If (T = 1, then we get an embedding Br( R) -+pp lim 
Hf(S/R, U,), for every p E Spec(R). Thus Br(R) may be embedded in; 
cohomology group without use of Artin’s theorem [l]. The connection 
with the classical embedding b: Br(R) + limH*(S/R, V) is given in the next - 
theorem. 
2.3. THEOREM. Let R be a Noetherian ring, and p E Spec(R). Then l& 
H2(S/R, U)rl&~Hf(s/R, U,J. 
Proof. First, we prove that there exists an exact sequence 
hH’(S/R, U,) B + hH’(S/R, Pa,,) y f limH’(S/R, U) 
6 l&H:(S/R, U,) -+ 1. (**I 
DEFINITION OF p. Define j?( [u]) = [d(u)]. 
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DEFINITION OF y. Let x E l& H’(S/R, Pu,J be represented by 
c (s’2’, ~1, C)] E H’(S/R, Pu,J Up to replacing S by an etale covering, we 
may suppose that [C] = 1 in Pic(S”‘) (’ invoking Artin’s theorem). By 1.1, 
x is therefore represented by [(S”), u, SC’))], where u E U,(S2)) = 
U(Q,(S(“). As D1(S(2), u, Sc2’) = (Sc3’, u; *u3u1, Sc3)) is trivial in Pu,~(S(~)), 
u;‘u,u, is represented by UE U(S3’), using 1.1. Define y(x)= [u], lim 
H’(SJR, U). It is easily seen that v is a cocycle. 
Exactness at l& H’(S/R, Pu,,). It is clear that y OB = 1. Suppose that 
[v] = y(x) = 1, then there exists an etale covering s’ of S such that u’ = 
~ ‘w3 W, for some w E U(S2’), where v’ is obtained by extension of scalars. 
?ow d(uw--‘)=d(u), and [uw-‘]EH’(S’/R, U,,), so x=/l([uw-‘1). 
DEFINITION OF 6. Deline 6( [u]) = [(v, 1 )]. 
Exactness at l&r H2(S/R, U). Suppose that 6( [v]) = 1; then there exists 
an ttale covering S’ of S such that [(u’, S’(“)] = 1 in H:(S/R, U,). But then 
(&(a’) = A, u for some UE U(Q,(S(“)), so v = y(d(u)). 
6 is surjective. Let [u, x)] E H:(S/R, Up) represent a E l&r Hf(S/R, U,,). 
Let x= [(S2’, CI, I)]. By Artin’s theorem, there exists an ttale covering S’ 
of S such that [Z’] = [1 a2 S”“] is trivial in Pic(S”“). Then x’ = [(S’(2), 
a’, I)] = d,(v) for some VE U,,(S”“), and a= [(u, x)] = [(u’, x’)] = 
[(u’, d,v)] = [(u’, d,v)][(d,v, (d,u) -‘)I = [(u’d,v, l)] in Pu,~(S’~‘), so 
ud VE U(S3’) and V= 6( [ud r]). 
iow, consider the exact seiuence (*) following 1.1. Taking limits over 
all etale coverings of R, we obtain 
l&H’(S/R, U,)+I&IH’(S/R, h~,~)+limH:(S/R, Up)+ .... (*). 
Observe that the maps fi in (*) and (**) are identical, and that a = 60~. 
Indeed, let XE~ H’(S/R, Pu,J be represented by [(S2’, u, S”‘)], then 
6 0 y(x) = 6( [d, u]) = [(d, u, 1 )] = a(d,(u)) = a(x). This implies that CI = 1, 
hence b is surjective. From (w) it follows that y = 1, and 6 is injective. 
Thus 6 is an isomorphism. 
2.4. Note. Observe the analogy with [4, 2.15 and 2.161. 
As another application, we give a crossed product theorem for Orzech’s 
Brauer class group (cf. [9]); we denote Bcl(S/R, Q, r) = Ker(Bcl(R, 0, r) -+ 
Bcl(S, 5, t)). 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let cd z he idempotent kernel functors on R-mod, 
where R is o-Noetherian, and let S be a o-progenerator. Zf Pit,(S) = 
Pit,(S) = Pic,(S@ S) = 1, then Bcl(S/R, cr, r)~ H’(S/R, Pu,,). 
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Proof Consider the following diagram with exact rows and columns: 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
Pit,(R) -+ Pit,(R) -+ Bcl(S/R, O, r) -+ Br(S/R, O) -+ Br(S/R, r) 
1 1 1 1 1 
Pit,(R) + Pit,(R) + Bcl(R, cr, r) + Br(R, G) -+ Br(R, r) 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 + 1 + Bcl(S, 6, Z) -+ Br(S, 3) + Br( S, Z) 
The exactness of the second and the third rows follows from 1.1; a 
straightforward computation then leads to the exactness of the first row. 
Using arguments imilar to the ones used in the proof of 1.2, we may find a 
map a: HL(S/R, U,) -+ Pic,( R) such that Im(a) = Im( Pic,( R) -+ Pic,( R)). 
Using the exact sequences (*), [S, 3.21 and 1.2, we therefore have the 
following commutative diagram with exact rows: 
fC(SJR, u,) --, Pic(R, c) + Bcl(SJR, (T, r) + Br(S/R, a) -+ Br(SJR, r) 
L? z 
H&iR, U,) + H’(SJR, U,) + H’(SJR,Pu,,) -+ H;(SJR, U,) + H’(S;R, U,) 
The result then follows from the lemma of 5. 
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